
ACTIVITY OUTLINE

“Warum gibt es Kinderarbeit?“ – recap new key vocabulary from Child Labour Lesson 1

“Der Kampf gegen Kinderarmut seit 100 Jahren” – students read about the strong link between the fight
against child labour and the Sustainable Development Goals 

Students watch the two videos “Kinderarmut” and “Nur ein Kind”? and write down three key words

Debrief of the videos

Read the text – “Wie kann man Kinder vor Kinderarbeit schützen?“; translate underlined sentences; write a
short paragraph and discuss the text in German

Speaking and writing activity – students work in pairs and answer questions about child labour first
verbally, and then in writing using key vocabulary 

Write down your opinions about child labour (higher) or alternatively, create a poster about the things
learnt over the last two lessons. Examples of artwork created by children around the world are provided as
a stimulus, courtesy of the Geneva World Association. 

Resources: 
Video “Kinderarmut”
Video “Nur ein Kind?”

CURRICULUM OUTCOMES

Learning key vocabulary about child labour

Listening for key ideas

Giving opinions in writing and verbally

Translation from German into English and English into German

Higher level reading

MFL KS4
School  and employment 
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GLOBAL LEARNING OUTCOMES
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Action

Students are aware that all children have the right to be protected from exploitation

Students understand that this right is not always exercised, depending on where a child
is raised in the world

Students understand some of the political measures that have been put in place over the
last century to try to eliminate / reduce child labour

SMSC: Ability to recognise and value the things we share in common across cultural, religious, ethnic and
socio-economic communities, investigating and offering reasoned views about moral and ethical issues.
British Values: Mutual respect and tolerance of different beliefs, individual liberty.

How could you use your poster to raise
awareness about child labour? 

There are an estimated 218 million children globally who are in
employment (5-17 years). Among them, 152 million are victims of
child labour; almost half of them, 73 million, work in hazardous child
labour.  

You could:
-share your poster on social media
-send it to your MP asking what they are doing about the issue


